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Harvest
is an exciting season
around your
co-op and
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I hope by
-President
the time you
receive this
Randy Aschenbrenner
you will be
Jerry Svoboda
either rolling
-Vice President
the combines across the field or
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very close to it. The employees
are eager to serve you and have
-Secretary/Treasurer
been busy getting equipment and
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facilities ready. By the looks of the
crop out there we are expecting
-Director
some additional grain volume and
will probably have at least one pile
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covered up and tucked away so
-Director
we will have it out of the way by
the time our producers start comBrad Portner
bining. Our team have cleaned
-Director
out several new bins that haven’t
been used in a while so we will
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have some additional room. If we
-Director
don’t get some more heat there
may be some additional drying
this year and we will be ready for you.
The agronomy team has been getting the equipment ready,
product has been coming in and Bill has pricing ready to go
so please plan early. We’d like to get started right after your
beans come off in order to get the dry fertilizer on the fields and
later come back with NH3 when the ground gets cold enough.
Spreading the work load out will be appreciated.
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Energy division continues to grow as new storage tanks
are being installed out on the farms. We welcome all our new
customers and appreciate our loyal ones. It is important that
customers start the season with full tanks. Diesel and propane
supplies can get very tight if the entire Midwest needs product at
the same time. The 60 year old pipelines could keep up with four
row combines but with the large equipment we have nowadays
the supply chain can quickly get overwhelmed. Be sure to stay in
touch with and order early.
Feed division has also been a good performer with volume
holding up well. Our feed team was recently joined by Steve
Enderle who has been working with local producers for many
years. His experience and knowledge will be a great asset to our
customers who need help with their animal nutrition programs.
Our fiscal year inventory was conducted the end of July
and we are now awaiting the auditors to finish up their work
on the financials. The good news is there were no significant
issues with our inventories. Early indications are our bottom line
performance will be greatly improved over last year and we are
optimistic that with your help the profitability will be fully restored
this next fiscal year. We invite you to support your small local
coop by giving us an opportunity to discuss how
can provide
Theweenergy
department
you inputs or market your grain. Our sales team comprises of
of fallwho
please
our managers, sales people and accounting clerks
want call us, we
to know you personally and help you succeed.
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payments. We rolled ou
doors open every day. We have made a big step in fiscal 2017
farmer,
and if you want your coop to be here tomorrow
our teamdon’t
needsforget to c
an opportunity to earn your business so please
give them
getting
thisa done will be
chance. Speaking on behalf of the board, management and emhaveyou
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at
ployees of the Farmers Co-op of Hanska we wish
a safeemployee
and
bountiful harvest and thank you for your support
this past
year.
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Jerry Svoboda - General Manager

ENERGY

The energy department is officially done with
LP summer fills, if you need propane before
the beginning of fall please call us, we will get
you filled up! If you struggled to pay your LP
bill last year, ask us about our budget billing
program. With this program we can spread
out your yearly propane bill into monthly
payments. We rolled out this program last
summer and have had great success with it. If
Brian Stueber you are a farmer, don’t forget to contract your
diesel and propane needs for the fall, I have pricing available,
getting this done will be 1 less thing you have to worry about
come harvest time. Last but not least, we have a new employee
at Hanska Co-op, her name is Jenny Brandel and she will be
helping out in the Energy and Agronomy Departments. Here is a
little bit about her!

girls; therefore the “Tomboy” of the family.
I enjoy helping my dad in the fields and
visiting the farm to help with odds and ends
– including milking. I graduated from New
Ulm Public High School and went to college
at Rasmussen. I have previously worked at
SouthPoint Financial Credit Union in Sleepy
Eye, I currently live in Hanska with my cats
– Ole and Chloe. I am a member of the
Hanska Women of Today and the Hanska Baseball Association.
I love watching Minnesota sports especially the Wild, Twins, and
Vikings and I also enjoy reading and spending time with family.

My name is Jenny Brandel. I grew up in rural St. George on a
dairy farm with corn and soybean crops. I am the youngest of 3

Jenny Brandel - Accounting
(507) 439-6015

Brian Stueber – Energy Manager
(507) 439-6244 Ext. 2
Dallas Larson - Delivery
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AGRONOMY

Fall 2017 Preview
Where has Summer gone? It seems like
yesterday that we were gearing up to plant
this years crops. It seems like we say this
every year, but what a strange growing
season that we have had. We got out later
than normal to plant, we have dealt with a
fair amount of rain (although not near what
we had last year) have had very few days
Bill Meyer
of temperatures over 90 degrees, with August being exceptionally cooler than normal, but here we sit as
I write this with crops that look fairly good and that are maturing nicely, but still are going to need some decent weather in
September and early October to finish everything off.
As we look back on this year, the elephant in the room
seems to be the experiences we have had with “Dicamba” soybeans. You don’t have to drive very far out in the countryside
to see the tell tale cupping of soybean fields. Every company
and individual farmer that has sprayed these fields has seen
some cupping issues in neighboring fields that do not have the
dicamba gene built into the seed. The big question is how is
this going to affect the yield of the fields that saw this damage.
Past experiences with dicamba would tell us that we should not
see much of a yield difference, but the combine will give us the
answer in a couple weeks.
The last few weeks I have read a number of scathing articles about this particular system, which we rarely see when a
new product/system is introduced in the marketplace. These
articles have been in major newspapers and magazines which
is very concerning as it is bringing unwanted attention to the
Ag industry that frankly I think we don’t need to see. As for the
future of this system, my belief is that we will have this technology available next year, but I believe that we will see more

Everyday we focus on producing food for
the world. Feeding and caring for livestock, making feed and producing crops
is what we do and we do it better than
anyone else in the world. Many days are
so busy we don’t give a second thought to
the steps we are taking to produce quality,
healthy, nutritious and tasteful food. We
recognize the steps we are taking to be
John Schmidt responsible stewards of the land and
caretakers of our livestock. But, how often do we promote
the efforts (frequently extreme measures) to our friends and
consumers not directly involved in agriculture? When we hear
or see news about our livelihood in the general media it is
likely to be negative. So, what can we do about that? We can
be our own best advocates in promoting the fruits of our labor.
From the steps we take to care for the land, to producing
nutritious quality feedstuffs and keeping our livestock comfortable and healthy we have a great story to tell! Many of us are
uncomfortable promoting ourselves, but we do have resources to turn to. NutraBlend Inc. has done a great job in producing and promoting programs like Chew on This, Ivy League
Farmer, Where the Fast Lane Ends and Chasing Down Madison Brown. If you havn’t seen these check them out. These
documentaries, movies and promotions help address rumors
and misinformation about agriculture. Bottom line is malnutrition and lack of food kill more people in the world than any
other cause and we will need to produce 70% more food by
2050! We are literally the less than 2% that will get that done!
And, by the way, YOU are doing a great job! Thank you!
We are pleased to introduce Steve Enderle as part of our

restrictions put on pertaining to application timing (hours of the day
that these products can be applied). Stricter cutoff dates to apply
these products, and possibly some tweaking of nozzles that we will
be allowed to use.
I do believe that the manufacturers did an excellent job of addressing the physical drift issues, but I think that 99% of what we
saw was a volitization/vapor drift problem that I don’t think that they
are going to be able to fix. When you read articles that talk about
the makeup of this product, I just don’t see how they will be able to
fix the makeup of this product without affecting performance. We
will know more in the coming months. Winter should be interesting!
As we look ahead to Fall fertilizer pricing, Potash will be up $2030/ton compared to last year, Phosphates will be steady from last
year, and Nitrogen pricing will be down considerably from last Fall.
As many of you are probably aware, we are switching Phosphate
products from 18-46-0 DAP to 11-52-0 MAP. As we have seen the
price gap narrow between these 2 products, we feel that you will
get more bang for your buck using the higher analysis MAP product. We do have a small inventory of DAP leftover from Spring that
we will be using up first and then make the total switchover to MAP.
We are offering some early discounted Fall prepay pricing that
we will hold the prices on through the end of October.
As always, thank you for your past and future business. We
truly do appreciate all of our customers. Have a safe and bountiful
harvest in the coming months, and don’t hesitate to talk to us about
any questions or concerns that you may have.
Bill Meyer – Agronomy Manager
(507) 439-6244 Ext. 4
Mark Bocock - Sales
Ryan Guldan, Lance Sletta, Ed Ritz - Operations

FEED

feed team. Steve has been a part of the livestock community in
Southern Minnesota for over twenty five years and is an excellent
technical resource, particularly in swine production. In addition to
livestock consulting, Steve brings a wealth of experience in facilitating networks between livestock owners and contract growers
and working through new feedlot construction projects. Steve can
be reached directly at (507) 779-4039 or through our feed office at
(507) 345-4103.
Brian Kloos has joined our feed team in Courtland as a feed
delivery person. Brian is a resident of New Ulm. Please welcome
Brian!
A special thanks to patrons for placing orders early. Orders received before noon at least a day ahead are a tremendous help for
planning ingredient needs, feed delivery scheduling and personnel
management. Fridays continue to be the busiest, so a little flexibility in delivery date for multiple loads is greatly appreciated.
Congratulations to Steve Hoffman and family on a great Family
Night on the farm! This event reaches out to connect farm and city
families and brings our urban friends out to see and feel a working
farm. Thanks for the opportunity to help advocate for agriculture!
John Schmidt - Manager
Brian Storm - Operations

Cindy Hering - Accounting

Casey Walters, Jim Schultz, Devyn Tierney, Grant Romberg
- Feed Mill Operations

Michael Wagner, Howard Tauer, Liz Kietzer, Brad Fitzner, Jacob
Blake, Nathan Staples, Brian Kloos, Chad Petersen, Loren Bruns,
Mick Ross - Delivery Trucks

GRAIN

I would like to take this opportunity to “THANK
ALL OF YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS AND
SUPPORT THIS PAST YEAR.” Fall will soon
be upon us and by the looks of it we could be
in for some good crops in our area, weather
permitting. The guys have been busy getting
things ready at our facilities. Below you find
our 2017 Grain Policies. There have been
a few changes to them this year. Drying
Scott Ziegler
charges are @ $.045/bu per point instead
of $.04/bu. Price Later will not have a MAX amount this instead
will be $.04/bu/month. HCP swap fee will be $.06/bu but we will
have to be notified 2 months prior to your delivery or additional
charges will apply.
2017 FARMERS COOP OF HANSKA HARVEST POLICIES
(Effective September 1, 2017)
ALL PROGRAMS AND POLICIES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
No early delivery of grain contracts for November or later will
be accepted. Early deliveries of contracted grain will be priced
out on the day of delivery and the original contract will remain in
place.
Grain Application at the scale: Accurate grain accounting requires that the disposition of the grain be entered correctly, at the
scale, when the grain is delivered. All drivers delivering grain
will need to know the following information: Grain owner(s),
Grain Share Splits, Grain disposition (Cash, Warehouse
Storage, Feed Bank, Price Later).
Deferred Payment Contracts will be available for both corn
and soybeans. Grain committed to deferred payment cannot
be changed. Verbal deferred payment instructions are also
irrevocable.
Grain will be priced based on its actual delivery point on
the date of sale. Grain payments will be issued only upon
request during harvest.
Feed Bank Program
The first 60 days of feed bank stored grain will be free. If feed
bank grain is stored beyond 60 days, storage charges will be
invoiced at $.04 per bushel per month based on the month end
balance. Feed bank grain not processed for feed will be subject
to regular storage charges and a $.25 per bushel penalty.
On Farm pick-up will be available on corn and soybeans on a
first come-first served basis. Contact the Mankato and Hanska
office for additional information. We do not haul direct-delivered
grain during harvest.
STORAGE
No minimum charge! The storage rate will be $.05 per bushel per month with charges calculated on a daily basis. This will
be on a first come-first served basis. Storage space will depend
on pre-harvest inventory, car supply, crop size, and soybean
purchases during harvest. All grain that is sold out of Storage
or Warehouse Receipts will be sold on the spot cash market
ONLY. Stored grain cannot be applied to Forward Contracts.
Grain put under loan must prepay the storage for the length
of the loan and unused storage payment will be refunded
the day the grain is sold.

GRAIN GRADE AND MOISTURE STANDARDS
CORN: Farmers Coop of Hanska corn bids are based on # 2
yellow corn grade factors and settled at market discounts on the
date of sale.
Harvest Moisture Discounts: 1.4% shrink per point and $.0225
per bushel for each ½ point of moisture removed.
Test Weight Discounts: $.02 per point below 54.0
F.M. Discount: $.03 per point from 3 to 4, $.04 per point from 4 to
5, and $.06 per point for 7+.
Damage Discount: $.02 per point above 5.
Cash, Contract, Feed Bank and Price Later corn will be shrunk to
15.0%
Storage, Warehouse Receipt will be shrunk to 14.0%.
SOYBEANS: Farmers Coop of Hanska soybean bids are based
on # 1 Yellow Soybean grade factors and settled at market discounts on the date of sale.
Harvest Moisture Discounts: 1.25% of contract price per half
point starting at 13.1%
Test Weight Discount: $.02 per point below 54.0
F.M. 1% shrink per point over 1%
Damage: $.02 per point above 2%, $.04 per point above 20.
Green Beans are considered damage.
2017 PRICE LATER PROGRAM:
CORN & SOYBEANS
The service fee will be $.04 per bushel per month with a
charges calculated daily, Price Later grain must be priced
October 5th, 2018. Grain not priced by that date will be priced
automatically and without notice at noon on Monday October 8th,
2018. A REMINDER TO PRODUCERS ALL GRAIN PUT ON
PRICE LATER IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR CCC LOAN OR LDP
PROGRAMS. All grain that is sold out of Price Later will be
sold on the spot cash market ONLY.
HTA FEES:
2017 crop year		
2018 crop year		

Corn $.03/ Beans $.05
Corn $.06/ Beans $.10

Rolling Fee $.02 per bushel
HCP SWAP
Deliver corn up to 10 days prior to commitment period to any
FCH elevator.
Service Fee of $.06/bu. FCH must be notified 2 months prior to
delivery or additional charges will apply. Does not include load
out fee or storage.
Must be delivered prior to delivery period to guarantee delivery.
Scott Ziegler - Manager - (800) 216-0742
Karen Beranek - Accountant
Lexi Kasper - Grain Assistant
Chris Walters, Amy Johnson, Dusty Voges, Micah Deree, Shawn
Jones, Henry Karstens, John Livingston, Tom Liebl - Elevator
Operations
Randy Waibel, Randy Compart, Brian Flowers, Michael Denn,
Michael Vogel - Hopper Drivers
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CONVENIENCE STORE

Welcome from all of us at the Hanska C-Store, we get so excited for harvest! We will be so busy and get to
see many faces that we haven’t seen since last harvest.
Our Diamond Rewards specials for September are
• All large pizzas to go are $8.99
• Pints of Polka Dot milk 2/$3.00
• 18 Count DMF Nightcrawlers $3.49
Jeanne Willis

OCTOBER specials are
• Old fashioned single serve pies 2/$3.00
• Pizza Hunks $1.99
• All Breakfast sandwiches $2.49

Don’t forget about our 91 octane no ethanol fuel for all your recreational and off road needs. Have a safe and prosperous harvest season!
Jeanne Willis - C-Store Manager - (507) 439-6019

Career Opportunities:
Our agronomy department is currently seeking a custom applicator. We are willing to train.
Please contact Brandon Mohr at 507-439-6244 for more details.
Like and follow our Facebook page for updates
concerning Farmers Co-op of Hanska

